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lOS work on the geology and morphology of North 
Atlantic continental margins has been supported since April 
197(^ by two commissions "Geological and geophysical studies 
of continental margins"(Dept of Energy)and "Bathymetric 
charts" (Departments of Energy and Industry, now solely 
Dept of Industz-y). These vere proposed as natural 
continuations of parts of a long term lOS programme 
considered to have substantial relevance to Departments' 
objectives. 
315 publications and unpublished papers are listed. 
They cover the more recent results. Many deal vith results 
and conclusions reached before the formal commencement of 
Departmental funding of the projects: one of the aims of 
the selection of earlier papers is to cover also done 
during the 1973-7^ transition period of funding. 
Eight of the papers, marked by asterisks in the right 
hand margin of the bibliography, synthesize aspects of the 
results. Three, (Roberts 1974, 1975 c.f.) concentrate 
respectively on the stinctural development, marine geology 
and the tectonic and stratigraphic evolution of the surea 
around the Rockall Plateau. Two others, (Montadert and 
Roberts 1978; Roberts, Searle and Montadert 1978) provide 
later syntheses of understanding of the structural and 
stratigraphic evolution of the South Vestern Approaches and 
of the South Western Rockall Plateau. tedce izrto 
account the results of IPOD Leg 48 drilling in those areas. 
Ti/o papers (LaugliLon ct al. 1975, Roberts et al. 1979) 
comment on the morphology of the floor of the North East 
Atlantic, including the continental margin around the 
British Isles. One, (Roberts and Caston, 1975) attempts 
to assess the petroleum potential of the deep Atlantic 
Ocean. 
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